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This year, GMA celebrates 35 years of 
operation. It is an important milestone 
for us and a chance to reflect on our 
evolution from a simple operation in 
Port Gregory, Australia developed on a 
shoestring budget to become the trusted 
global leader in industrial garnet.

Our pioneering employees, some of 
whom are still working with us today, 
recognised the potential in the garnet 
sand deposits found in the dunes at Port 
Gregory as an industrial mineral abrasive. 
Thanks to their observation, innovation, 
and persistence, GMA commenced its 
long journey in the supply of abrasive 
garnet for blasting and waterjet cutting.

The first major sale of GMA Garnet™ 
was the supply of more than 2,000 
tonnes used to clean the pipe joints 
on the 1,600km Dampier to Bunbury 
natural gas pipeline project in Western 
Australia. Today we produce and supply 
more than 600,000 tonnes of the highest 
quality garnet to the waterjet cutting and 
protective coating industries around the 
world each year.

From this beginning, we started our 
growth from a simple processing 
operation with a small suburban office

to operating two mines, eight processing 
plants and 13 offices with over 430 
dedicated employees located around 
the world. 

From those first pioneering days over 
35 years ago, we have constantly set 
ourselves the highest standards and 
have led the way in innovation and 
improvement across the industry. 

We have been contributing to the 
advancement of waterjet cutting 
technology and have pioneered the 
widespread use of garnet for blast 
cleaning. Our focus on product quality 
and service has improved the production, 
safety and environmental impact of 
abrasive blasting, and through process 
innovation, we have led the industry 
in environmentally sustainable 
production, including the development 
of recycling technologies.

Importantly, we remain the only garnet 
supplier to own the source, processing 
and distribution of our products. This 
ensures that we can not only provide 
security of supply of the best product 
possible, but also to work with, 
understand and help our customers 
through to their end use. 

We can provide the product, service and 
expertise to enable our customers the 
freedom to operate and do their job well.  

All of us at GMA, be it the past or 
present are immensely proud of our 
achievements over the last 35 years. 
However, this milestone would not be 
possible without the support of our 
customers, so I personally thank all our 
customers, partners and communities for 
your support throughout our journey.

While it is wonderful to take a moment 
to celebrate the proud history of GMA, 
I can assure you that we are continuing 
to focus our efforts on forging an even 
brighter future. We are committed to 
continuing the growth of our business 
globally, to the advancement of garnet 
recovery and reprocessing, and to the 
constant pursuit of quality products 
and service.

We look forward to continuing our work 
together with you, and by putting our 
customers first, being passionate and 
hands on, creating change through our 
pioneering spirit and innovation, we will 
continue to demonstrate that at GMA 
we are more than just garnet.
By Stephen Gobby, Perth
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Custom-designed brackets were installed as a substructure for the 
parapets on the outer façades to support new and existing sculptures.

CORPORATE |  EUROPE

The Brandenburg State Parliament was constructed on 
one of the oldest settlements in Potsdam, Germany. 

Fortresses, castles and a city palace once stood on 
this site over 250 years ago. The city palace was 
ruined during the second world war and completely 
demolished in 1959. The former town centre became 
a wasteland. 

Since 1999, efforts to redevelop the city centre began 
to take shape. This includes a new parliament building 
to be constructed within the perimeter and outline of 
the historic Potsdam city palace. Moreover, the new 
building was designed to closely replicate the structure 
and appearance of the Potsdam city palace façade. 

A collection of the original artefacts has also been 
incorporated into the new building. New and existing 
sculptures are displayed on the outer façades, creating 
a heavy load on the parapets. A substructure of 
custom designed brackets made of at least 15mm thick 
stainless steel was installed to support the parapets.  

In order to cut such a hard and thick material with 
precise contours, and to eliminate the need to weld 
the components together, the brackets were produced 
via waterjet cutting using GMA ClassicCut™ 80. 

By Andreas Höfner, Hamburg

GMA Garnet and the 
Brandenburg State 
Parliament 

It has been a rough time for Australian farmers.  
July 2018 was the second-hottest month on record, and 
the driest since 2002.

This came on the heels of over 15 months of below-
average rainfall across the states of New South Wales, 
central Queensland, the north-west of Victoria and into 
South Australia. All of these conditions have created one of 
the worst Australian droughts in living history, with no end 
in sight. Paddocks are bare, leaving livestock producers and 
dairy farmers all needing supplies. 

In response to this, GMA and BlastOne International - 
GMA's distributor in Eastern Australia initiated a drought 
relief campaign from 13 August to 12 September this 
year to support the farmers who are the backbone of the 
country. 

“Together with Blastone, we have pledged to donate 
AUD$100 for every order of four tonnes of GMA Garnet™ 
purchased via BlastOne,” GMA Executive General Manager 
Global Marketing Peta Thompson said. 

“The funds raised will be used to purchase hay for livestock. 
A single donation of AUD$100 can sustain a cow for one 
month,” Peta added. 

Within the promotion period, we have successfully raised 
AUD$50,800 for the farmers, and we like to thank our 
customers for their support in this campaign. 

The hay supplies were delivered by the Western Australian 
charity Rapid Relief Team (RRT). The RRT has committed to 
transporting 20 road trains of hay from Western Australia 
to the affected areas in Eastern Australia.

By Anthony Burns, Perth 

Drought Relief for 
Australian Farmers

GMA and BlastOne presenting the relief fund to RRT. 
From left: RRT Representatives Marcus Dadd & Alex Sharp, Jim Gooden from BlastOne, 
Stephen Gobby & Iain Simpson from GMA and Mirza Kozarcanin from BlastOne.
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Garnet recovery for BorWin3 project in Dubai

GMA has renewed its garnet supply contract with our long-term customer 
Saudi Aramco through Garnet Arabia Company (GAC) – GMA’s Saudi Arabia 
joint venture company in September this year. This is for the direct supply 
of industrial garnet for the company's own maintenance operations.

The three-year contract enables a consistent supply of high performance GMA 
Garnet™ abrasives to be delivered to Saudi Aramco for their onshore and 
offshore facility blasting works. 

“We were awarded this contract in view of our strong track record with 
Saudi Aramco. We have been a reliable supplier to the company for more 
than 12 years,” GAC General Manager Soni John said.

Saudi Aramco is the state-owned oil company of the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and is a fully integrated, global petroleum and chemicals enterprise. 
Over the past 80 years, the company has become a world leader in 
hydrocarbons exploration, production, refining, distribution and marketing.

By Sibin Abraham, Jubail

Saudi Aramco renews garnet 
supply contract with GMA 

GMA supplied GMA PremiumBlast garnet 
for the fabrication of the BorWin3 project 
by Drydocks World in Dubai.

The company has successfully secured the 
contract for the fabrication, commission-
ing and load out of the BorWin Gamma 
platform which houses a High-Voltage 
Direct Current (HVDC) station. It converts 
alternating current generated from off-
shore wind farms in the North Sea before 
transmitting the clean power supply to the 
mainland of Germany. 

The BorWin3 is one of the largest off-
shore projects under construction in the 
United Arab Emirates with a fabrication 
site area of 5 km2 (1.9 mi2) and over 1,500 
workers working on the platform during 
peak period.

According to GMA Middle East Business 
Development Manager Ajay Thanki, GMA 
delivered over 8,000 tonnes of GMA 
PremiumBlast garnet to the company last 
year. Within the same year, we recovered 
over 80 percent of the used garnet from 
site and saved it from landfills. 

“The garnet recovery programme is part 
of our value added service and support 
to Drydocks World. We appreciate their 
commitment to environmental sustain-
ability and excellence in their operations,” 
Ajay said. 

In addition, GMA received a No Objection 
Certification from the Dubai Municipali-
ty to collect used garnet from Drydocks 
World, and we appreciate the Municipali-
ty’s support in this programme.  

In August this year, the fabrication of the 
platform topside was completed and ready 
to be shipped to the North Sea. 
The six-storey structure is one of the 
world’s heaviest and largest HVDC plat-
forms. The 20,000 tonnes platform is as 
large as half a football pitch. 

Once the platform goes online in 2019, it 
will transmit approximately 900 megawatts 
of electricity - providing enough clean wind 
power to supply the annual electricity con-
sumption of more than one million German 
households.   By Stephanie Cheong, Perth

Wind farms in the North Sea. 

} The inspection team from Saudi Aramco visited GMA's plant in Jubail in October this year. 
Special thanks to Abdullah S Al Dauwas, Abrar H Mandoura and Ahmed Al Attiayh.
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Finer abrasives provide an additional advantage for glass parts that may require polishing post cutting.

F E AT U R E  S E R I E S
JetTalk is a series on 
waterjet cutting tips and 
solutions contributed by 
our experienced waterjet 
solutions team.

  

JETTALK

JetTalk:  
Essential tips for waterjet cutting on glass (Part II) 

Tip 3: Focus the Jet Stream 
with Finer Garnet Abrasive

Using a smaller nozzle/orifice 
combination, along with a finer 
garnet abrasive, will create a more 
focussed cutting stream to help 
prevent chipping and cracking. 
A more coherent stream reduces 
the surface area to which stress 
is applied, making it less likely for 
the glass sheet to break. A .010” 
ID orifice with a .030” ID nozzle, 
paired with GMA ClassicCut™ 
120 mesh garnet, is widely and 
successfully used across the 
glass industry. 

BONUS TIP 

Finer abrasives provide an 
additional advantage for 
glass parts that may require 
polishing post cutting. Finer 
particles leave less striation 
on the cut edge, and therefore 
less polishing is required.

Tip 4: Proper Piercing at Low 
Pressure Jet Stream on Glass 
Sheets

Piercing the material properly 
is the single most important 
consideration when cutting glass. 
It is during this initial stage of the 
cutting process where chips or 
cracks are most likely to occur. 
Firstly, it is usually advisable to 
pierce the glass sheet at low 
pressure. The shock of a high-
pressure waterjet stream can 
easily shatter a sheet of glass. 
You can minimise this significantly 
by reducing the pressure in 
between 10,000 and 20,000 
psi. Some trial and error may be 
required to determine the exact 
pressure required, as it varies 
according to the type of glass 
being cut. 

As the pressure is reduced, 
it is also important to reduce the 
garnet abrasive flow rate to avoid 
clogging the nozzle. By reducing 
the garnet abrasive flow rate to 
around 0.11 kg (0.25 lbs) per

minute, the water at a lower 
pressure can still accelerate the 
speed needed to pierce the glass.

BONUS TIP 

While piercing the material, 
it is critical that water and 
GMA Garnet™ abrasive are 
concurrently used by the 
waterjet cutting equipment. 
A waterjet stream which is 
without abrasive will not cut 
through the glass effectively, 
causing huge stress that will 
create cracks on the sheet. 
These settings can be adjusted 
in the waterjet control software.

While cutting glass presents 
unique challenges, waterjet cutting 
using garnet abrasives remains 
an extremely useful tool for the 
task. Across stained glass mosaics, 
intricate floors and tabletops inlays, 
and decorative ornaments, waterjet 
cutting has proven its worth for a 
wide variety of applications with 
GMA Garnet™.

In the last edition, we talked about providing a strong support for the glass sheet and controlling the cutting speed 
to prevent the glass material from cracking or chipping. Here are two more tips: 

By Chris Waters, 
General Manager 
-Waterjet Products 
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Finer abrasives provide an additional advantage for glass parts that may require polishing post cutting.

  

BLASTTALK

F E AT U R E  S E R I E S
BlastTalk is a series on blast 
cleaning tips & solutions to 
help you achieve maximum 
value and results in your 
blasting projects.

Toughness

Abrasives that are both hard and tough (as opposed 
to friable) provide the best means of transferring 
energy to the surface during blast cleaning. Tough 
grains are resistant to breakdown upon surface 
impact and, hence, there is better conversion of 
energy from the blast stream into surface cleaning 
and profile formation. Minimal breakdown also 
means lower dusting. This improves operator 
visibility and reduces possible occupational health 
and environmental impacts.

Density 

The higher the density (specific gravity) of an 
abrasive particle, the more energy it will carry to the 
surface, compared to a less dense particle of the 
same size. This is illustrated by the equation 
e = mv2 - whereby energy equals mass (determined 
by density) multiplied by the velocity (provided by air 
stream) squared — and explains why the finer grades 
of higher-density abrasives can achieve the same 
surface profile as coarser grades of lower-density 
abrasives. The advantage to using finer abrasives is 
they have exponentially more particle impacts per 
unit area per second, cleaning faster than 
coarser abrasives.

In addition, higher-density particles are more likely 
to fall to the ground after blasting, rather than 
becoming airborne, so there is less dust and abrasive 
dispersion, making it is easier to clean up.

Inertness

Another factor to consider is the inertness of the 
blasting medium. 

Most natural mineral abrasives are inert and pose 
little if any OHS risk. A notable exception is silica 
sand (quartz). Free silica dust, including that from 
shattered silica sand abrasive, is a known human 
carcinogen which can cause lung silicosis when 
inhaled. Heavy metals released from some smelter 
slag abrasives are also a known environmental 
hazard, particularly in waterways and marine 
environments. There are several human health risks 
associated with over-exposure to heavy metals. 
Such abrasives should be avoided where possible.

Therefore, it is important to choose the right 
abrasive for your blast cleaning project as it helps 
maximise productivity and ensures good surface 
quality to achieve a coating application that lasts. 

BlastTalk:  
Getting to know your blasting medium (Part II) 
In the last edition, we touched on size, shape and hardness of the blasting medium. We will now look into 
why abrasives need to be both hard as well as tough to be effective and efficient for blast cleaning. 

The higher the density (specific gravity) of an abrasive particle, the more energy it will carry to the surface.

By Martin Taylor, 
Technical Advisor
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EVENTS

Events around the world

NACE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Garnet Arabia Company was one of the sponsors for the 
2018 Annual General Meeting of the NACE Dhahran 
Section in Saudi Arabia on 25 July this year. 

The event was hosted under the patronage of Chief 
Engineer Dr Jamil Al-Bagawi and Consulting Services 
Department Manager Mr Salem Al-Huraish from Saudi 
Aramco.   By Soni John, Jubail Garnet Arabia Company General Manager Soni John (left) explaining 

the benefits of GMA products to participants at the meeting.

GMA Manager - Waterjet Division Hemanshu Dawda (right) with 
Sino Abraham from Bengaluru.

From left: GMA Sales Manager Jignesh Bhatt, NPCC Procurement 
Manager Abdulaziz El-Kathiri, Coating Yard Assistant Vice President 
Auday Al Moman & GMA Business Development Manager Ajay Thanki.

STEELFAB 2018 & IMTEX 2018 

Early this year, GMA participated in STEELFAB in Sharjah, 
UAE and IMTEX in Bengaluru, India.

Both events were held in January and featured the best 
cutting-edge technology, metal manufacturing and steel 
fabrication from across the world and the latest technologies 
in the Indian metal cutting industry respectively. 

During the STEELFAB show, the GMA team showcased a 
range of high quality industrial garnet for waterjet cutting and 
abrasive blasting along with waterjet machine spares and IBIX 
machines for blasting.

As for the IMTEX exhibition, the team promoted waterjet 
spare parts to prospective customers from the Indian 
subcontinent.   By Jignesh Bhatt, Jebel Ali

IPCC 2018 

GMA was also the gold sponsor for The International Pipeline 
Coating Conference 2018 in April this year. 

Held in Abu Dhabi, UAE, conference attendees learned of the 
latest technical developments and market trends in pipeline 
coating sector in the Middle East. The conference sessions 
were complemented by table-top displays and networking 
opportunities.   By Jignesh Bhatt, Jebel Ali

The GMA team from left: Outside Sales Carl Borgh, WJ Outside Sales 
Jeremy Vanderleest, GM-Waterjet Products Chris Waters, VP of Sales 
Pete Mitchell & Outside Sales Matt Rittle.

IMTS 2018
GMA joined the International Manufacturing Technology 
Show (IMTS) 2018 in Chicago, Illinois in the USA from 10 to 
15 September 2018.
 
This 32nd edition IMTS is America’s largest manufacturing 
event and showcases the latest technology, products and 
services’ trends in today’s manufacturing industry.

By Pete Mitchell, Houston 
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EVENTS |  STAFF NEWS

When Sandy Stock-Standen joined GMA in January 2008, 
she was responsible for water quality monitoring at the wet 
plant in Port Gregory, Australia. 

Within a short span of two months, she was assigned to run 
the whole laboratory at our mining and wet plant operations 
in Australia. 

Two years later in 2010, she took on another role as Safety 
Assistant. Today, Sandy oversees all the quality control of 
the wet plant and stockpiles, and assists with the monitoring 
of the water supply. Besides the lab, she also prepares daily 
reports as well as fuel management. 

Over the years, she is known by her peers as a colleague who 
goes above and beyond to perform and complete a task. 

Besides working at GMA, Sandy has a big heart for her 
community. She is involved in volunteer work and has served 
as a Councillor for the Shire of Northampton since 2004. 

By Belinda Burrows, Geraldton

10 years of dedicated service with GMA 

Sandy is known by her peers as a colleague who goes above 
and beyond to perform and complete a task. 

MARMOMAC 2018
GMA participated in Marmomac 
2018 – the leading stone, design 
and technology trade fair from 26 
to 29 September 2018.

Held in Verona, Italy, the show pro-
vides a business platform for 1,600 
exhibiting companies to connect 
with 68,000 visitors from around 
the world. 

One of the highlights of the show 
was The Italian Stone Theatre 
which featured italian stone 
processing technologies and 
experiments with natural stone by 
international designers. 

At the GMA booth, we showcased 
a range of high quality GMA Gar-
net™ abrasives for waterjet cutting 
including waterjet spare parts. 

By Stephanie Cheong, Perth

GMA teams from Australia, Europe and the Middle East including our business partners at the Marmomac show. 
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Ask Hemanshu Dawda about a specific waterjet spare part, and 
he can most likely tell you the part number off the top of his 
head. In fact, he can even tell you if the part is available in stock! 

That is reflective of the level of dedication Hemanshu has towards 
his job as Manager-Waterjet Division for GMA Middle East. 

According to his colleague Ajay Thanki, Hemanshu knows 
hundreds of waterjet spare part numbers by heart, as well as 
the stock balance without having to check the inventory. 

“This is also one of the primary reasons GMA remained the first 
choice for our customers for over a decade,” Ajay added. 

Over a span of 15 years, Hemanshu has fostered good business 
relationships with his customers, and ensures that they 
select the right parts for their machines in addition to prompt 
deliveries and after sales support. 

Looking back, Hemanshu joined GMA in 2003 as Administrative 
Assistant. He was responsible for managing exports, 
documentation and customs which involves liaising with Free 
Zone and local civic authorities as well as customers. 

“During that time, we were also looking for someone to manage 
the waterjet spares business and other support functions. 
Hemanshu stepped up to the challenge and demonstrated total 
dedication to building and growing the business,” Ajay said. 

Today, Hemanshu is responsible for the waterjet market in the 
Middle East, Egypt, India and Commonwealth of Independent 
States countries. 

“On behalf of GMA, I would like to thank Hemanshu for being a 
key player and his total dedication to the work entrusted to him,” 
GMA Middle East General Manager Giresh Ragoowanshi said. 

“Congratulations on achieving this significant milestone.” 

By Jignesh Bhatt, Dubai

STAFF NEWS

  

GMA Garnet Group

GMA Garnet Group (GMA) is the trusted global leader in industrial garnet. For over 35 years, GMA has been providing the highest 
quality garnet to the waterjet cutting and protective coating industries. We offer secure garnet supplies, expert advice and a complete 
range of premium abrasive products for improved, fast and effective results. Headquartered in Perth, Australia, GMA offices are 
established in major industrial hubs throughout Asia Pacific, Europe, the Middle East and the Americas. GMA Garnet™ products are 
distributed in more than 80 countries worldwide, directly from our own warehouses and through more than 90 distributor outlets.
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GMA Middle East General Manager Giresh Ragoowanshi (left) 
congratulating Hemanshu for 15 years of dedicated service to GMA.

Hemanshu – the waterjet spares specialist 

For the past 10 years, customers ordering garnet 
via our Houston office may have been greet-
ed by a deep, friendly voice. The golden voice 
belongs to Jay Moores. 

Jay joined GMA's Inside Sales team in May 
2008. Our customers warmed up to his distinc-
tive humour and radio voice in no time, and this 
has helped him build a strong rapport with his 
customers. In the years that followed, Jay was 
instrumental in developing sales for the West 
Coast of the USA.

As the West Coast market began to grow, 
Jay expanded his responsibilities and looked 
into the logistical needs of the company. He 
spent time researching and negotiating better 
pallet rates, and passing the cost savings to our 
customers. 

Over the years, Jay continues to grow with GMA 
and has assumed a permanent role in the logis-
tics team. As Logistics Coordinator, Jay manages 
the logistics requirements for the West Coast 
and sales from our mine in Montana. 

By Paul Warden, Houston

The golden voice of GMA

Jay Moores 


